Finance Policy Advisory Group (FPAG)
Terms of reference
National groups: purpose
The National Housing Federation’s (NHF) national groups are a crucial element in meeting
our core values – to put members at the heart of everything we do, and work together to
achieve that. National groups support us in developing and testing new policy ideas, gathering
vital market intelligence, and informing our responses to government and other key
stakeholders. Groups should support us in delivering our business plan, and should be flexible
in response to the external environment and salience of key issues. They should also provide
added value for members through the opportunity to shape debates at a national level, in a
dynamic setting and with high quality support from NHF staff.
We are committed to several key principles in relation to national groups; and our approach
to member engagement more broadly:




Fairness - all members are clear about who is on the group, the reasons why, and the
mechanisms/rationale for involvement.
Inclusivity – all members are clear about the group’s purpose and how to contribute in
the fullest way.
Transparency – the group operates in a way which is clear and visible to other members.

Terms of Reference
1. Purpose
The NHF’s Finance Policy Advisory Group (FPAG) exists as an expert panel providing
senior finance specialist input to Federation policy development and discussion. Finance
policy areas to include:










Accounting, audit and financial reporting standards.
Treasury.
Investment.
Rents and rent structuring.
Taxation.
Risk Management and insurance.
Financial regulation.
Financial viability.
Pensions.
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The group will help inform the programme for the NHF’s annual Housing Finance Conference
and Exhibition, and other finance-related events where appropriate, and support campaigns,
media and press work.
The group will provide a route for early warning of ‘what’s working and what’s not’ on the
ground and to help identify financial barriers and opportunities for the sector.
2. Membership
The FPAG will comprise of up to 12-15 members. All members must be staff of organisations
affiliated to the NHF. Members will be selected in a fair and transparent way, and the NHF’s
Member Engagement and Relations Manager and Finance Policy Officer will ensure
consistency in the process.
The group does not seek to be wholly representative (there is no vote or mandate), but will
encourage genuine diversity of members. The following factors will be taken into consideration
when assessing applications:





The need to ensure the group is diverse in terms of type and size of association.
The need to ensure the group membership is formed of housing associations from a range
of geographical locations.
The need to ensure a diversity of skills and expertise among the individual members of
the group
The need to ensure equality, diversity and inclusion, in particular in terms of gender
balance and BAME representation within the group.

3. Length of term
A standard term will last for 3 years in accordance with NHF business planning cycle. Group
members can reapply twice after their first tenure is complete for a maximum of 9 years on
the group in total.
4. Meetings and commitment



4 core meetings per year.
Includes a willing to commit to some activity in between meetings so that group is able to
effectively contribute to and shape the NHF’s finance policy work.

We expect members to have read all papers in advance of each meeting and come prepared
for the meeting. Members will be expected to attend at least 3 meetings a year and participate
in activities in between meetings. Meetings typically run for two to three hours and are mainly
held at the NHF offices in London. Membership will be individual by housing association, and
sending substitutes will not be permitted.
5. Chairing
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The group will be expected to elect a Chair and Vice-Chair from within their number. The Chair
will be expected to:




Be an active Chair at meetings.
Act as an effective ambassador for the NHF externally.
Work with the Federation lead and the wider group to shape agendas and group activity.

The Vice-Chair will be expected to:




Chair meetings on behalf of the Chair where appropriate.
Act as an effective ambassador for the Federation externally.
Work with the Chair and Federation lead to shape agendas and group activity.

6. Expectations of group members
Group members will be expected to:









Provide creative, critical and constructive feedback in order to strengthen the NHF’s policy
work across the FPAG agenda, and support us in delivering the objectives in our business
plan.
Attend as many of the meetings as possible, and at least 3 across the year.
Act as an ambassador for the Federation and the group with both member and external
audiences.
Contribute articles, blogs or other activities from time to time in order to support us in
reaching out to the wider membership.
Take actions forward outside of meetings as appropriate (e.g. provide views on email,
canvas opinion from other members).
Have their names published on our website as part of the group information section, and
in alignment with NHF commitments around transparency and openness.
Operate in an open and transparent way. However, due to the nature of the discussions,
there may be occasions where discussions are to be kept confidential and that will be at
the discretion of the Chair, advised by NHF staff.

7. What group members can expect from the NHF
Overall we promise to ensure our approach is FIT for purpose:




Fair – in our processes and decision-making
Inclusive – in that we will always seek to reflect the diversity of our membership
Transparent – in how we make decisions, and how we work with you

Specifically in relation to FPAG you can expect:
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Opportunities to input ideas, test policy proposals and influence the delivery of our
business plan.
Support and input from the NHF’s policy lead at every meeting.
Support and input from a range of Federation staff where appropriate.
Clear and consistent feedback and evaluation on how the group is making a difference to
our work
Clear communication with Federation leadership – an opportunity for the group to engage
directly with our Chief Executive or another member of the Senior Team at least once a
year.
Flexibility and responsiveness – we will review the format regularly and in partnership with
you, to ensure it is fit for purpose.
Efficiency and Value for Money – we have no desire to create meaningless bureaucracy
within our groups; the focus will be on creative thinking and practical action that will help
to deliver our business plan.

In practice, this means:




Providing dedicated resource to administer the group, which will include holding the
mailing list, noting actions at meetings and circulating agendas.
Regularly demonstrating the added value of the group’s activity to business plan delivery,
through evaluation and feedback.
Ensuring the work of the group is communicated and accessible to the wider membership.

8. Review
We want to make sure the engagement mechanisms we have are strong and successful, and
support us in delivering our business plan. We will review the group on an annual basis. We
will always involve our members in discussions around changes.
Updated November 2021
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